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1. Introduction

A number of papers [1—8] have been published recently which are devoted to the role
of diiiraction effects in the propagation of RF waves in plasmas. Most of them [L4] are
based on the concept of the complex eilconal and are therefore restricted to a particular
form of the wave packet. In [6] a general solution is found which is, however, restricted to
the special case of electrostatic oscillations only. In [7] the consideration is quite general
but the resulting equations are still rather complicated. in this report we present a method
for describing electromagnetic waves in an arbitrary anisotropic inhomogeneous plasma.
The relation of the method to other knOWn techniques is also discussed,

2. Asymptotic solution
Consider the Maxwell equation

[axEfi—szénxo (1)
where E is the dielectric tensor ofa cold plasma, V 2 LV , L is the characteristic length
of the medium inhomogeneity and r: : wL/c >> ] is a large parameter. An asymptotic
solution to Eq. (1) is sought in the form of the Gaussian beam of the n—th order

E(r) :2 5mm ($738414) +in'1/2w;b(r} — %N'14,0:c(r) - {it“cond(r) + Oped/2)) , ('2)

where Lpn : can(\/Ew(r)) is the function of the parabolic cylinder. Expression (2)
contains two unknown scalar functions 5(1‘), Mr) and four vector functions afirj, lair),
C(r), dfr]. it is assumed that all these functions together with their spatial derivatives
are of order no. However, 6”,, (fiwfl = \fE 92;, $11) = 0(fi).

Expression {2) gives a particular solution to Eq, (1) In the 2D case, the general
solution to the problem can be constructed as a linear combination of the beam modes (2)
In some special cases, Eq. (2) can also yield a particular 3D solution. However, the
general solution for the 3D case requires some additional terms in expression (2) This
generalization will be considered in the extended version of this report. Here we restrict
ourselves to the simplified expression (2) and investigate the existence of the solution in
the form (2). A solvability condition is found which provides a set of equations for the
unknown functions 30') and w(r). Explicit expressions for the vectors a and b are
also presented. With minor changes the derivation given here is valid also for a general
3D case. Moreover, the method can be easily extended to the case of hot plasmas.
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On straightforward substitution Eq. (2) into Eq. (1), using the property of the
functions of the parabolic cylinder [<pfl + (232 +1 — mugfianl Na 2 0, with N being
an arbitrary nonzero function, one obtains

e290,, (L m five?) a ~— z‘ica/Zipfi, (Lia + Lb) - §ngo§f (Lina-Jr 2Ltb + LC _ Na)
. (3}45% [Ld + M[a] + 2‘N (n + g) a] + coo/Q = 0

where the differential operator M[A] = 2 (Vs - V) A— Vs (V - A) — V (Vs - A) +AV25
and the algebraic Operators

LA:(s(AXVSD—éA=(Vs-V3)As(VslA)—éA, (4)

LLA = 2 (Vs . Vw) A — V10 (Vs - A) —- Vs (Vw - A), (5)

LLLA : 2 (V10 . Vin) A — Vw (V111 - A) __ Vw (Vin - A) (6)

are introduced.
Equation (3) is fulfilled within the accuracy of Obi—3”?) if the coefficients at higher

powers of x are equated to zero I

La : %Nwza, Lb + Lia : 0, Le + 2Lib + Lita = Na, (7)

rd +i1i[a]+iN (n + t) a = owl/2). (8)
“We investigate now the solvability of the set of equations (7MB).

3. Solvability conditions
Consider first an auxiliary eigenvalue problem for the algebraic operator L

Le = (Vs » Vs) e — Vs (Vs ‘ e) — 5e 2 [\e. [9)

with B being a unit vector. The operator L is Hermitian and, therefore, it has three
real eigenvalues A0,/\1, (\2. We assume that only one of them, eg. A0, further denoted
as H, can vanish. In general, H is not necessarily zero, and Eq, (9) represents an
identity in some domain of a 6-dimensional phase space {r/L, Vs} : {:c“, 55}. It
means that the identity can be differentiated in this phase space with respect to any
of 6 Variables x", 5,9, while holding the. other 5 fixed. Hereafter it is assumed that
all Greek indices take values 1, 2, 3. The summation convention with respect to every
repeated index over the range a = 1,2,3 is implied. Let the Greek subscripts denote
partial derivatives with respect to 1", so that so = 65/65:", wa : Bur/8:22“, and so
on. The Greek superscripts Will denote partial derivatives with respect to so, at :L‘Q
fixed: no 2 (SH/6.5m Hm? = EZH/asaasm e“ = tie/asm ta : ail/as“, H. Making
use of these notations, one can express the operators LL and LLL in Eqs. (5)»(6) as
LJ' 2 wO‘L" and LLL = wanmg, respectively, and aiso introduce the new quantities

H'L = MOI-1°“, H‘Li : wawfiHC’p, eL = wee“, eJ‘i = wawgeafi. (10)
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Sequential differentiation of Eq. (9) with respect to 3m followed by inner multiplication
with my, yields

liJ‘e—l- tel = Hie-l- HeJ', Liie+ 2Liel +iteii = iliriiei-2irrieL + He“. (11)

Turn now to the solvability conditions for Eq. (7) Comparing the first of them with
identity (9), one sees that a nontrivial solution given by a(r) = A[r)e(r) exists if

H : %Nw2. (12)

it is seen that the right hand side of Eq. (12) vanishes if and only if ur(r) = 0. Conse-
quently, H|w=0 : 0 and1 conversely, H = 0 implies w(r) = 0,

A solution b to the second equation in (7) obviously exists when detfi) % 0
(which, in our case, is eqnvivalent to H ¢ 0 or w # 0 ). Otherwise, if det(_£) = 0, the
solvability condition reads e*1:La = Ae’hte = 0, Making use of Eq.(ll) and e’“ - e : 1,
one rewrites the condition as e‘hie : HL + He* ret = 0. It follows that the sufficient
condition of solvability is HL| V = 0‘ As long as b exists, it is natural to require
in addition that a“ - b a 0, thus ensuring that the first order correction in Eq. (2) is
orthogonal to the main term, It is easy to show that the additional requirement results
in the extension of the validity domain for the previously found solvability condition to
the Whole space

L _ 8H 6w
7 295—0 (913°

If e (13) is fulfilled then b is given by b(r) m A[r)et(r).
In a parallel fashion one finds that the solution to the third equation in (7) exists

when N : HJ'J'l _ which determines the function N and can he used in Eq. (12).
Finally, one shouldflhonsider the solvability condition for equation (8) with respect to the
unknown vector function d. This gives a differential equation to the scalar function A(r)

= o. (13)

similar to that of the conventional geometric optics [9]
We conclude that the sufficient condition for the existence of the solution (2) to the

Maxwell equation {1) reads

1 02H 8w 8w .2 6H 6w __
(“ ) U1 7 507% — U (14)H = a massage LU=0

Equation (14) represents the main result of this report. The problem of solving the second
order partial differential Maxwell equation (1) is now reduced to the much simpler set of
two first order partial differential equations (14) with respect to the unknown functions
s{r)7w(r).

It is easy to check that, similar to the conventional geometric optics, Eq. (14) is
invariant with respect to multiplying H with any nonzero function f(:r“,55) 990. In
particular, taking into account that D 2 detUZ) : HAQQ and MA; 74 0 one can
replace H in Eq. (14) by D. We will show now that other known asymptotic methods
are included in Eq. {14) as particular cases.
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4. Relation to other asymptotic methods
Geometrical optics. The approach of the geometrical optics i9] can be obtained

by noting that Eq. (14) admits the trivial particular solution w(r) E 0. Then Eq. (14)
reads H(Vs,r) : 0, or, which is the same data?) = 0. The latter, in turn, is the
welluknown dispersion relation of the geometric Optics for a cold plasma.

Parabolic equation. In the method of the parabolic equation [10,7] the full wave
equation is reduced in such a way that the corpuscular description is adopted along the
direction of the group velocity while across this direction the usual wave description is
retained. In our approach, the reduction is equivalent to the transition from Eq. (1) to
Eq. (3).

Complex eikonal. The well-known solution in the form of a complex eikonal {11]
is a particular case of Eq. (2) for n = 0 so that E(r) = exp {276.9(1) —- 51(r)} a(r) Where

E %[w(r)]2 . In this case, Eq. (14) can be easily reduced to

“1 am 51 31 BE 61
” swagger 3;? = 0 (15)

which coincides with the solvability condition of the complex eikonal method. For the
anisotropic medium this result was first obtained by Mazzucato [1] who used the expansion
technique requiring that IVI| << ]Vs]. The derivation above shows that this additional
requirement is not necessary,

Beam tracing. The first order partial diflerential set of equations (14) coincides in
form and sense with that obtained in [6] for the electrostatic case. Therefore, the consid
eration of [6‘] is fully applicable for the more general case of electromagnetic waves treated
here. It is shown in [6] that without loss of generality the problem (14) can be further
reduced to a set of ordinary differential equations similar to those of the geometric optics.
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